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Executive summary
The document gives an overview of the communications tools for the Trillium II project, a European
Commission funded project under the Horizon2020 framework.
The document describes the communication infrastructure and visibility which is needed to maximise the
project impact. Furthermore, this document may serve as a reference document to ensure consistency in
communication activities.
Two work packages are concerned with communication and dissemination. Task 1.3 describes the project
communication infrastructure and visibility, as well as communication plan, while WP7, task 7.1, carries out
a stakeholder analysis and content management as part of the dissemination plan.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Purpose of this document
The primary purpose this Communication and Visibility Plan is to describe the objectives, strategy and
means of Trillium II communication and outreach activities to maximise the project impact. Furthermore,
this document may serve as a reference document to ensure consistency in communication activities.
This plan is important because it will guide the way that the outside world sees Trillium II’s achievements
which in turn will drive the willingness of stakeholders to engage in the project during the project’s lifetime
and to adopt its results afterwards.
In the following sections, the proposed usage of each of different types of visual means and media is
described, including, where clear, responsibilities for content generation and for content publication. Key
Performance Indicators have been added in order to measure the success of the communication activities.
This document should be read alongside Deliverable 7.1 which describes key stakeholders and the
important messages to deliver to them. Deliverable 7.1 gives significant detail of the impact of and
individual messages appropriate to each stakeholder grouping so this will not be repeated here.
However, it is important to recognise that very different stakeholder groupings may be exposed to the
same media message, particularly on broadcast media and the website.

1.2 Coordination
In order to achieve maximum effectiveness, good coordination of dissemination is important – this is
particularly important both to avoid conflicting messages, and for media such as conferences to ensure that
Trillium II’s limited budget is spent most wisely on disseminating the right messages to key stakeholders.
To obtain an overview of communication activities, all consortium members are invited to periodically
record, review and comment on its communications. The regular meetings in the Project Executive
Committee will be used to follow up on communication activities.
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2. The Trillium II Brand
2.1 Project Name
As the name indicates, the Trillium II project is a continuation of the Trillium Bridge project. It builds on the
outcome of the Trillium Bridge recommendations.

2.2 Logo
The Trillium II logo relates to the logo for the predecessor, the Trillium Bridge project, as it maintains the
trillium flower. However, it further uses the notion of the globe and the patient summary, circling it to
indicate global outreach. This is to ensure recognisability.

Figure 1: Trillium II logo

2.3 Templates
To promote consistency and coherence in Trillium II’s branding and communications, Trillium II has created
templates and will make them available to the whole network. They will include:
•
•
•

A Word template for project deliverables;
A PowerPoint template incorporating the major brand elements;
A standard project presentation in PowerPoint format that will be updated with content and
accomplishments

Figure 2 PowerPoint template
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3. The Communication and Visibility Toolbox
This section lists the communication tools and KPIs which will be used in the project.
Overview of KPIs are also available in Appendix 2.

3.1 Website
The website was developed and launched in March 2017 as the centre of the Trillium II project. This is
where the project announces news and events, shares public documents, and features presentations of the
network members. The first website, http://www.trilliumbridge.eu/, launched in month 3 of the project
had a simple interface that follows the Trillium II branding. The website built on its predecessor, the Trillium
Bridge project because of the close relation with its predecessor and the similarity of the name.
Stakeholders might remember the Trillium Bridge name and this will lead them directly to the Trillium II
website. However, old site was not easy to manage so a new one was created. The new website,
https://trillium2.eu/, has a more modern look and is more suitable to promote project event and activities.
The website has the following structure:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Home (landing page)
About Trillium II (project description)
The Consortium (short description of and link to all partners in the project)
News and events
Downloads project folder, relevant presentations and articles)
Deliverables
History (leading back to the old Trillium Bridge project)
Contact

Behind the website is a content management system (WordPress) to which MedCom has access.
The website will be updated every time a new event occurs, a result is achieved, or there is other news
worth publishing. Newsworthiness will be established at consortium level. The upload policy for public
contractual deliverables will be as follows:
•
•

As soon as the document has been accepted by the Consortium after the internal peer-reviews, an
executive summary will be made available.
Once the deliverable is also approved by the EC, it will be then made formally public in PDF format
provided it is at public dissemination level (PU)

Trillium II website design and development will require initial content provision by all the partners in the
consortium, the creation of additional content related to the project, and regular content update, based on
the communication, interaction and feedback provided by the other partners. The project website will be
an important support for making available the results.
As the principal dissemination vehicle for the project, we will aim for at least one new story, or new angle
on a story, for the website each month. Our target website usage will be to increase it from the current
approximately 125 views/month as per May 2018 to 250 views/month by M30.
To do this will require interesting stories, regular tweeting, and support from all project beneficiaries.
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3.2 Social media
To support the website and broaden its reach, has created a group on LinkedIn and established a Twitter
account. Each of these networks reinforced the website’s communications through messages and activities
specific to their platform.

3.2.1 LinkedIn
The Trillium II group on LinkedIn was set up in February 2017 at
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13512996 and has been promoted with LinkedIn buttons on the website
and in Trillium II’s newscasts. The LinkedIn Forum will enable members to have interactive online
discussions of Trillium II’s content and messages as well as be a platform to share project news.
LinkedIn is managed by MedCom, HL7 and ADI. All partners are welcome and encouraged to propose
appropriate content to MedCom, HL7 or ADI.
As per May 2018, the group has 94 members. The goal is to increase it to 200 members by the end of the
project.

3.2.2 Twitter
In January 2017, the project has set up a Twitter account at https://twitter.com/Trillium_II and with the
tag: @Trillium_II. The account will be used to promote events and news.
Regular Twitter followers are expected to be people close to the project, such as project partners, health
professionals, care organisations, EU or UN agencies, plus a few journalists in search of newsworthy
content. It is suggested therefore that content applicable to all these user groups is communicated at first,
with regular reviews of followers and resultant tweaking of content focus.
In order to prepare for the day when Trillium II has important results to disseminate, all partners are
encouraged both to follow @Trillium_II and to encourage as many people as possible to do so as well.
All external media releases – conference attendances, published papers, articles, videos, etc. – will be
tweeted by ADI as long as partners inform ADI.
ADI has the main responsibility of the Twitter account. However, tweeting is currently shared between
MedCom, HL7 and ADI. All partners are welcome to propose appropriate tweet content ADI. Any other
partner particularly keen to participate in tweeting is most welcome to do so as long as activities can be
well coordinated.
As of May 2018, the project has 54 followers – the ambition is to increase this to 150 by the end of the
project and have 100 tweets per year. In addition, we will generate at least one new tweet every couple of
weeks for the rest of the project – these will aim to:
1. Increase followers;
2. Increase usage of the website by drawing attention to new stories;
3. Increase attendance at Trillium II-related presentations and events.
To achieve this will require active support from all project beneficiaries.

3.3 Print and online material
The project will use print and online material.
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The popular press, especially as accessed by older patients and their carers, is predominantly print-based
although the shift to online will likely change that during the project lifetime, so a watching brief will be
maintained. Initial plans are to produce, primarily for online publication:
•

At least two press releases/year in English for transmission to appropriate English-speaking
specialist press contacts – the first of these was delivered in late 2017 (ADI). These will be conveyed
to other affiliates for them to translate and transmit to local press contacts as appropriate;

It is expected that the majority of professional & academic stakeholders will access online communications.
Initial plans are to produce, primarily for online publication initially on our website and as part of our
commitment to monthly news stories:
•
•
•
•

Articles with an academic pitch aimed at professionals with specific messages such as “your
patients/service users will be better cared for so you will have to do less work to look after them;
Articles with a health economic/administrative focus aimed specifically at hospital administrators
with specific messages such as “Trillium II improves international mobility;
Articles aimed at encouraging vendors to adopt the Trillium II patient summary with specific
messages such as “The International Patient Summary will increase your access to world markets”;
Newsletters at least annually, describing progress, achievements & benefits.

Increasingly the younger generations, in particular, consume online content in broadcast form, notably as
videos. However, it is unlikely that sufficient budget will be available to produce an animation for the
project.

3.4 Events and publications
In addition to website and other print and electronic means and communications, Trillium II will engage in
face-to-face interactions, among other things,
•
•

arrange workshops and consultations
attend relevant events and conferences.

The table below the stakeholders from the D7.1 analyses is mapped with outreach activities:
Targeted stakeholders

Relevant conferences, journals,
events and communication
platforms
2nd Lisbon eHealth Summer
Week, 19-22 June 2018

Expected outcome

•

Global Community for
Digital Health Innovation

•
•

National decision makers
National Health & care
professionals

Beneficiaries websites and
newsletters

Increased awareness and
interest about the IPS

•
•
•

Health & care professionals
Early organisational users
Health & Care Information
Technology/Service vendors
& National patient summary
providers

EU-US Digital Health
Marketplace & Cooperation
Assembly - USA – 2018

Increased awareness and
interest about the IPS

Comparison of FHIR resources
for different parts of the patient
summary and the Portuguese PS
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•
•
•

Indirect beneficiaries
Transnational organisations
Decision makers

•
•

Health & care professionals
Decision makers

Opinion editorial, e.g. JRSM

Increased awareness and
interest about the IPS

•
•
•

Health & care professionals
Early organisational users
Health & Care Information
Technology/Service vendors
& National patient summary
providers
Indirect beneficiaries
Transnational organisations
Decision makers

eHealth Week 2018 & 19

Increased awareness and
interest about the IPS

•
•
•

Health & care professionals
Early organisational users
Health & Care Information
Technology/Service vendors
& National patient summary
providers

Article on D3.1 and D3.6 (SRDC)

Increased awareness about the
catalogue if Security Controls
and Methods for mitigating the
security and privacy risks
associated with use cases (D3.6)

•

Health & Care Information
Technology/Service vendors
& National patient summary
providers
Health & Care Information
Technology/Service vendors
& National patient summary
providers
Regional decision makers

i~HD Annual Conference,
November 2018

Increased awareness and
interest about the IPS

Hospital Network event, next
spring

Increased awareness and
interest about the IPS

EIP on AHA – Reference Sites
Collaborative Network, the B3
Action Group on Integrated
Care, WE4AHA

Increased awareness and
interest about the IPS

Early organisational users
Health & Care Information
Technology/Service vendors
& National patient summary
providers
US Decision makers

2018 Connected Health
Conference, Boston 17 October
2018

Increased awareness and
interest about the IPS

Health & care professionals
Early organisational users
Health & Care Information
Technology/Service vendors

Digital Health Society (DHS, TF 1)

Increased awareness and
interest about the IPS

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
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& National patient summary
providers
•
•
•

Health & care professionals
Early organisational users
Health & Care Information
Technology/Service vendors
& National patient summary
providers
Scandinavian decision
makers

Workshop Session during the
WHINN week on the 10th
October 2018

Increased awareness and
interest about the IPS

•
•

Early organisational users
Health & Care Information
Technology/Service vendors
& National patient summary
providers

ICT 2018 Imagine Digital –
Connect Europe: Conference,
Exhibition, Networking, 4-6
December 2018 in Vienna

Increased awareness and
interest about the IPS

•

European competence
centres

Fall 2018, presentation of
Trillium II results during a
ELO/EHTEL meeting

Increased awareness and
interest about the IPS

•

Representatives from
Danish regions,
municipalities, vendors,
hospitals, GPs
Danish SDO
Danish vendors

Fall 2018, presentation of
Trillium II results during a
MedCom coordination meeting

Increased awareness and
interest about the IPS

Spring 2019, presentation of
Trillium II results during a
meeting at the Danish SDO
(Dansk Standard)

Increased awareness and
interest about the IPS

Health & care professionals
Early organisational users
Health & Care Information
Technology/Service vendors
& National patient summary
providers
Indirect beneficiaries
Decision makers
Institutions and project
partners from research,
industry and politics.

E-Sundhedsobservatoriet” – a
yearly recurring Danish eHealth
conference with app. 600
praticipants)

Increased awareness and
interest about the IPS

Article in the news magazine
"Datawork", which is published
twice a year with a circulation of
3500 copies
Article for a scientific conference
in the field of health informatics

Increased awareness and
interest about the IPS

•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

German Institutions and
project partners from
research, industry and
politics

Dissemination of the results of
Trillium II WP3
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•
•
•

Health & care professionals
Early organisational users
Health & Care Information
Technology/Service vendors
& National patient summary
providers
• Indirect beneficiaries
• Decision makers
• Early organisational users
• Health & Care Information
Technology/Service vendors
& National patient summary
providers
• Project partners
• Finnish government agencies
• Finnish SDOs
• Health & care professionals
• Early organisational users
• Health & Care Information
Technology/Service vendors
& National patient summary
providers

Meetings of the Joint Initiative
Council (JIC) and ISO/TC 215
‘Health informatics

Increased awareness and
interest about the IPS

CEN IPS project workshop with
Trillium II (and the HL7 IPS
project)
2nd half of 2018

Increased awareness and
interest about the IPS and
discuss interest between the
projects

Collaboration with relevant
government agencies and other
actors of interest, such as
national branches of the SDOs
and health service provider and
vendor community in Finland

Increased awareness and
interest about the IPS

•
•
•

Finnish conferences on eHealth

Increased awareness and
interest about the IPS

Health & care professionals
Early organisational users
Health & Care Information
Technology/Service vendors
& National patient summary
providers

An overall plan on how to target the individual stakeholder groups described in D7.1 is found in Appendix 1.
For details about events and conferences attended until April 2018, please see Appendix 2.

3.5 Coordination of liaison activities with other EU initiatives, international agencies and
networks
3.5.1 Trillium II Prize
Included in Trillium II’s budget is the offering of a €1,000 prize for the organisation most successfully
implementing the Trillium II patient summary. This will take significant effort to enable so work has already
begun, and a detailed guidance document has already been produced. As of May 2018, no location has
been identified for offering the prize at. We continue to explore avenues to find a location.
Expected contestants: 10
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3.5.2 Patient Summary Ambassadors
Trillium II will seek out a minimum of three Patient Summary Ambassadors to support and encourage
adoption of the International Patient Summary worldwide. Again, preparatory work for this has been
undertaken – the hope is that as we approach potential prize judges to seek acceptance of that role, at
least three will offer to go further and begin to promote Trillium II.
Expected number of ambassadors: 3

3.5.3 Project Partnerships
Trillium II will seek out two project partnerships to support and encourage adoption of the International
Patient Summary worldwide.
Expected number of partnerships: 2

3.5.4 Agreements with Professional Societies.
Trillium II will seek out professional societies to partner with to support and encourage adoption of the
International Patient Summary worldwide. This will involve joint activities with other EU funded projects
with mutual support and participating in events.
Expected number of agreements: 2

3.5.5 Global Community for the Practice of eHealth Innovation
Trillium II will seek to create a global community to support and encourage adoption of the International
Patient Summary worldwide. The Trillium II community of innovation with be hosted in the Trillium II
website and communication will be connected across media.
Expected outreach: 1000 members

4. Updates to this document
This document will be reviewed on a bi-annual fashion to reflect modification originating for the execution
of the project or the communication policies of the European Commission as they relate to this project.
The dissemination plan reflected in D7.1 complements this document with content aspects.
Relevant management procedures are noted in D1.1, the project handbook.
The last update of the document took place in May 2018. The document will be revised again at the end of
2018 in order to make corrective actions before the project enters the last six months of the project.
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Appendix 1 Communication plan
The plan below shows an overall plan on how to target the individual stakeholder groups described in D7.1. Concrete dissemination opportunities are
described in section 3.4 of this deliverable.
Target

Message

Patients & their
carers

Benefits of PS - Information,
see D7.1 for
awareness
more details

Goal

Health & care
professionals individuals and
organisations

Benefits of PS - Information,
see D7.1 for
awareness, share
more details
best practices
Input/feedback on
project results

Health & care
professionals decision makers

Benefits of PS - Adoption of IPS
see D7.1 for
more details

Channel

Tone and
language

KPI

Timing/deliverable(s) Responsible

Website and
communication through
interest organisations,
eHealth Stakeholder
Group
Website, brochure, Links
with Professional
Associations, educational
material, conferences,
Twitter, LinkedIn,
cooperation agreement

Non-technical,
easily
understandable

Increased traffic on
the website;
Presentations and
workshops

After publication of D4.3

Non-technical,
easily
understandable

After publication of D4.3; WP4, WP3,
D3.2; D6.1; D5.2
WP2, WP5,
WP6

Website, conferences,
workshops, interviews

Non-technical,
easily
understandable

Increased traffic on
the website
Increased number of
Twitter followers;
Presentation and
workshops
Increased number of
members on LinkedIn
Mentioning of Trillium
II in international
conferences and
events
Concrete initiatives by
countries/regions to
adopt the IPS

WP4

After publication of D4.2, WP4, WP3,
D5.2 & D6.2
WP5, WP6
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Early organisational Benefits of PS - To share their
Website, conferences,
users
see D7.1 for
experiences positive workshops, interviews
more details
and negative
through testimonials
Indirect
Benefits of PS - To share best
Inteviews
beneficiaries see D7.1 for
practices/experiences
National health
more details
from other PS
ministries & their
initiatives
agencies

Conversational

Indirect
beneficiaries European Patient
Forum + disease
specific
organisations

Benefits of PS - Information,
see D7.1 for
awareness, share
more details
best practices
Input/feedback on
project results

Website, conferences,
workshops, Twitter,
LinkedIn, emergency
exercise, Trillium II
community

Non-technical,
easily
understandable

Health & Care
Information
Technology/Service
vendors
National patient
summary providers

Benefits of PS - To share best
see D7.1 for
practices/experiences
more details
from other PS
initiatives
Benefits of PS - To share best
see D7.1 for
practices/experiences
more details
from other PS
initiatives

Website, conferences,
workshops, Twitter,
LinkedIn

Technical

Website, conferences,
workshops, Twitter,
LinkedIn

Non-technical,
easily
understandable

#testimonials

Increased traffic on
the website
Increased number of
Twitter followers
Increased number of
members on LinkedIn
Increased number of
inquiries
Increased traffic on
the website
Increased number of
Twitter followers
Increased number of
members on LinkedIn
Mentioning of Trillium
II in international
conferences and
events
#companies
approached,
participated in project
events
Increased traffic on
the website
Increased number of
Twitter followers
Increased number of
members on LinkedIn
Increased number of
inquiries

Following
demonstrations and
during pilots, during
workshops, D6.2
After publication of D4.3
and D5.2

WP4, WP5,
WP6

After publication of D4.1
and D6.1

WP4, WP6

Connectathon type
events

WP2, WP3,
WP7

Workshops, event
participation

WP3, WP5,
WP6

WP4, WP5
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Transnational
Benefits of PS organisations
see D7.1 for
(including the
more details
European
Commission, WHO,
other UN Agencies)

Project team
members,
including GC-DHIP
Board Members

Information,
awareness, share
best practices
Input/feedback on
and validation of
project results

Website, conferences,
workshops, Twitter,
LinkedIn, emergency
exercise

Non-technical,
easily
understandable

Increased traffic on
the website
Increased number of
Twitter followers
Increased number of
members on LinkedIn
Increased number of
inquiries

After publication of D4.1, WP4, WP5,
D4.2, D4.3, D5.2 and
WP6
D6.1

Benefits of PS - Information,
see D7.1 for
awareness, share
more details
best practices
Input/feedback on
and validation of
project results

Website, conferences,
workshops, Twitter,
LinkedIn

Both nontechnical and
detailed
information

Increased traffic on
the website
Increased number of
Twitter followers
Increased number of
members on LinkedIn
Increased number of
inquiries

Ongoing

All
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Appendix 2 KPIs
KPI
New website story
Target website users
LinkedIn membership
Twitter followers
Twits #
Press release
Publication in academic paper
Contestants for the Trillium II prize
Ambassadors
Project partnerships
Professional societies
Global Community for the Practice of eHealth
Innovation
Datathon/Connectathon type events
Presentations
Opionion Editorials/ Blog posts
Webinars
Scientific Publications
Workshops
Patient summary pilots

Goal
1 every month
250 views per month
200 members
150 followers
100 per year
1-2 every year
2
10 participants
3 ambassadors
2 partnerships
2 agreements
1000 members outreach
2 events
10 per year
2 per year
2 webinars
2 papers in accepted conferences
3 workshops
2 pilots/ demonstrations
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Appendix 3 Outreach activities
Activity

Dissemination Towards

Event

Title of Presentation

Location

Participation in
Conference; Invited
Speech

Dissemination towards scientific
community (Higher Education,
Research); Industry; Policy
Makers; health professionals
Dissemination towards scientific
community (Higher Education,
Research); Industry; Policy
Makers

Heart and Vessels 2017

Digital Health: Trends,
standards and practices

Athens
Greece

EU Concertation Event:
International Patient
Summary: Policy,
deployment,
competencies and
standards

multiple see:
https://ec.europa.eu/digitalsinglemarket/en/news/international
-patient-summary-policydeployment-competenciesand-standards

Brussels
Belgium

Dissemination towards scientific
community (Higher Education,
Research), industry

Informatics for Health MIE2017 Panel Healthcare information
standards for frailty: why,
when and how?

Catherine Chronaki: The role
of patient summary standards
and specifications on
integrated and cross-border
management of frailty

Manche
ster, UK

Participation in
Activities organized
jointly with other
H2020 Projects;
multiple
presentations

Organization of
Workshop.
Participation in
Activities organized
jointly with other
H2020 Projects;
Organization of
workshop;
presentation

Other
H2020
Projects
eStanda
rds

People Involved:
Session Speakers

Date

Catherine
Chronaki

27.1.2
017

eStanda
rds,
VALUeH
EALTH,
EURACA
RE,
EU*US
eHealth
Work,
JAseHN
eStanda
rds;
FOCUS

Participants from
Trillium II: Mie
Mathiessen, Jan
Petersen,
Catherine
Chronaki, Charles
Lowe, George
Cangioli, Stephen
Kay, Marcello
Melgara
Silvina Santana;
University of
Aveiro; Maria
Bujnowska;
University of
Wroclaw; Sarah
Damanti;
Fondazione IRCCS
Ca’ Granda
Ospedale
Maggiore
Policlinico
Milano; Catherine
Chronaki; HL7
Foundation
Belgium

7.2.
2017

35

26.4.
2017

30
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Organization of
Workshop
Participation in
Activities organized
jointly with other
H2020 Projects;
multiple
presentations

Dissemination towards scientific
community (Higher Education,
Research)

Informatics for Health MIE2017 Workshop:
Medication Reconciliation
– time to rethink
informatics support?

Catherine Chronaki:
Interoperability standards for
Patient Summaries and
strategies for information
sharing.

Manche
ster, UK

OpenM
edicine
(results)
eStanda
rds
Medicat
ion list
initiativ
es in
Norway
and
Denmar
k

Organization of
Workshop
Participation in
Panel

Industry, public, Policy Makers

AgingFit2017 Panel:
Preventive healthcare:
exploring big data’s rising
role in active and healthy
ageing

Catherine Chronaki: The
potential role of patient
summaries in Active and
Health Aging

Lile,
France

eStanda
rds

Anne MOEN (U of
Oslo, Norway)
Catherine
CHRONAKI (HL7
Foundation,
Belgium),
Christian NØHR
(Aalborg U,
Denmark), Line
Helen LINSTAD
(Norwegian
Center of Health
Research,
Norway), Petter
HURLEN
(Akershus U,
Norway)
Bowden Richie,
CEO, SoMoMod/
Assess Patients,
IE; Dekezel
Stefaan,
Programme
Director
Innovation &
Smart Synergies,
Ageas, BE; Brichet
Francis, Health
Manager, Coreye

25.4.
2017

30

2.2.
2017

90
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D1.3: Communication and Visibility Plan
Organization of
Workshop
Participation in
Activities organized
jointly with other
H2020 Projects;
Organization of
Workshop;
presentation

Dissemination towards scientific
community (Higher Education,
Research), industry, public,
policy makers

Portugal eHealth Summit:
Citizens, Apps, and Data:
The role of the Patient
Summary

Catherine Chronaki: From
eStandards to Trillium BridgeII: the role of collaborative
standards development in
scaling up adoption of
interoperable patient
summaries

Lisbon,
Portugal

VALUeH
ealth
eStanda
rds

Organization of
Workshop
Participation in
Activities organized
jointly with other
H2020 Projects;
Participation in
workshop

Policy Makers; Emergency
Medical Teams; WHO

Stakeholder Workshop of
European Modular Field
Hospital

See:
https://www.facebook.com/E
UMFH/

Anverse,
Belgium

EUMFH

Anna Orlova,
AHIMA
Zoi Kolitsi, RAMIT
Gianfranco Parati,
U degli Studi
Milano Bicocca,
Instituto
Auxologico
Italiano
Anne Moen, U of
Oslo
Francesco
Pinciroli,
Politechnico di
Milano
Jacob Hofdijk,
CaseMix
Josep M. Tormos
Muñoz, Gunmann
Institute, Spain

04.4
2017

200

04.320
17

3040
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D1.3: Communication and Visibility Plan
Organization of
Workshop; Signing
of Memorandum of
Understanding;
Press Release;
Article European
Commission
Newsletter

Policy Makers; health
professionals; hypertension
specialists; European
Commission; European Society
of Hypertension; European
Society of Cardiology; European
Federation of Medical
Inforatics; eHealth Network;
European Innovation
Partnership - Active and Healthy
Aging

Participation to a
Conference;
Inivited Speech

Dissemination towards scientific
community (Higher Education,
Research); Policy makers; health
professionals

Participation to a
Workshop; invited
presentation
Participation to a
Conference; Pitch
Event; Brokerage
Event; Invited
Speech; Leaflet

Industry

Policy Makers; Industry; Civil
society; General Public

ESH2017: Mobile Health
in Europe - Engaging the
European Society of
Hypertension with other
Stakeholders in Joint
Actions of the European
Commission and
Members States: Time for
Action!
Chairpersons: Enrico
Agabiti Rosei President
ESH, Brescia, Italy
Giuseppe Mancia ESH
Congress Chairman, ESH
Educational Committee,
Milan, Italy
EuroPrevent2017: Do
standards for TeleHealth
services respond to
healthcare systems
needs?
IHE Symposium: Trillium
II-Scaling up use of
patient summaries
eHealth Week2017;
Distributed Patient
Summary Leaflet

See:
Milan,
http://www.esh2017.eu/word Italy
press/wpcontent/uploads/2017/06/ESH
2017_final-web-ok.pdf page
28;
https://ec.europa.eu/digitalsinglemarket/en/news/trillium-iiproject-signs-memorandumunderstanding-hypertensionsociety

-

A. Moen, EFMI, G.
Parati, ESH, E.
Caiani, ESC, T.
Petso, EC, A.
Aivasko, eHN
Mobile Health, J.
Ferrero, Health
Quality Inst, and
H. Martins, SPMS,
eHN, C. chronaki

15.6
2017

100

https://www.escardio.org/stat
ic_file/Escardio/Congresses/E
uroPRevent/Documents/euro
prevent-final-programme2017.pdf page 14
see: https://www.iheeurope.net/news/events/ihesymposium-2017
Catherine Chronaki:
Reinforcing the Bridges and
Scaling up EU/US Cooperation
on Patient Summary
https://www.eiseverywhere.c
om/ehome/198654/2017presentations

eStanda
rds

Catherine
Chronaki

05.4
2017

100

Mie Mathiessen

04.4
2017

40

Catherine
Chronaki

11.4
2017

200

Malaga,
Spain

Venice,
Italy
St.
Julien,
Malta

eStanda
rds
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D1.3: Communication and Visibility Plan
Participation to a
Workshop;
presentation

Dissemination towards scientific
community (Higher Education,
Research); Policy Makers;
health professionals; Insurance
Companies

Organization of
Workshop
Participation to a
Conference

Industry; Policy Makers; Civil
Society; General Public

Organization of
Workshop;
Multiple
presentations

Dissemination towards scientific
community (Higher Education,
Research); Industry; Civil
Society; Policy Makers

Organization of
Workshop;
presentation

Dissemination towards scientific
community (Higher Education,
Research); Industry; Civil
Society; Policy Makers

Presentation: How can
the patient summary
improve risk assessment
for insurers? in Royal
Society of Medicine in
London workshop:
"Digital health and
insurance: a perfect
partnership?"
EHTEL Annual Conference
2017

Medinfo2017: Building a
global community for
digital health innovation:
the role of patient
summaries
Catherine Chronaki, Mie
Hjorth Matthiesen, Jan
Petersen, Stanley Huff
MedInfo2017: Exploring
healthcare inefficiencies:
the case of health care
appointments Morten
Brunn-Rassmussen, Jan

https://www.rsm.ac.uk/event
s/events-listing/20162017/sections/telemedicineehealth-section/teh04-digitalhealth-and-insurance-aperfect-partnership.aspx

London,
UK

eStanda
rds

Catherine
Chronaki

01.6
2017

60

Innovation pre-empts
Standardization – The FHIR
Experience see:
https://www.ehtel.eu/referen
ces-files/ehtel-2017symposium-going-alldigital/PDF4%20Innovation%2
0and%20Standardisation/eht1
7%20PD4%202%20Catherine%
20Chronaki%20Innovation%20
preempts%20Standardisation%20
FHIR.pdf/at_download/file
www.medinfo2017.medmeeti
ng.org/

Brussels
Belgium

eStanda
rds

Catherine
Chronaki

15.4
2017

60

Hangzho
u, china

Catherine
Chronaki, Mie
Hjorth
Matthiesen, Jan
Petersen, Stanley
Huff

23.8
2017

30

www.medinfo2017.medmeeti
ng.org/

Hangzho
u, china

Catherine
Chronaki, Mie
Hjorth
Matthiesen, Jan
Petersen

22.8
2017

30
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D1.3: Communication and Visibility Plan

Organization of
Workshop;
presentation
Participation in
Conference; Invited
Speech

Participation in
Conference; Invited
Speech

Dissemination towards scientific
community (Higher Education,
Research); Industry; Policy
Makers
Dissemination towards scientific
community (Higher Education,
Research); Industry; Policy
Makers

Dissemination towards scientific
community (Higher Education,
Research); Emergency
Physicians; Health
Professionals; Policy makers

Petersen, Anne Moen,
Petter Hurlen, Catherine
Chronaki
HL7Asia: International
Patient Summary
Workshop
CHIMA Conference/HL7
Asia: Trillium-II initiative
on scaling up the use of
patient summaries in
Europe and globally:
Looking forward from the
HL7 International Patient
Summary (IPS) Standard
EUSEM2017 European
Emergency Medicine
Congress, Session: How
to help our Stone Age
minds to make good
decisions?

Beijing,
China

Catherine
Chronaki

19.8
2017

20

http://www.g.com.cn/tech/45
02537/

Beijing,
China

Catherine
Chronaki

18.8
2017

250

Session: How to help our
Stone Age minds to make
good decisions?
Moderators: Eric DRYVER
(SWEDEN), Senad TABAKOVIC
(SWITZERLAND)
Coordinator: Senad
TABAKOVIC (SWITZERLAND)
Creating evidence to improve
safety and effectiveness of ED
patient care. Ian STIELL
(CANADA)
Decision-making through the
lense of quantum physics. Eric
DRYVER (SWEDEN)
Can big data replace gut
feeling? Catherine CHRONAKI
(BELGIUM)

Athens
Greece

Catherine
Chronaki

25.9
2017

150
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D1.3: Communication and Visibility Plan
Participation in
Conference;
Participation in a
Panel; Presentation

Dissemination towards scientific
community (Higher Education,
Research); Emergency
Physicians; Health
Professionals; Policy makers

EUSEM2017 European
Emergency Medicine
Congress, Digitization in
the ED

Participation in
Activities organized
jointly with other
H2020 Projects;
Presentation

Dissemination towards scientific
community (Higher Education,
Research); Health Professionals;
Policy makers

I~HD conference

Participation in
Conference;
Organization of
Workshop;
presentation

Dissemination towards scientific
community (Higher Education,
Research); Health Professionals

Computing in Cardiology
2017; session submitted
on behalf of the
eCardiology Working
Group of the European
Society of Cardiology

DIGITALISATION IN THE ED
"Rage against the machine,
the digital revolution in the
ED"
Moderators: Catherine
CHRONAKI (BELGIUM), Tiziana
MARGARIA STEFFEN
(IRELAND). Coordinator: Senad
TABAKOVIC (SWITZERLAND)
Digitalisation in the ED, the
role of patient summary.
Catherine CHRONAKI
(BELGIUM)
Digitalised health departments
as part of a digitalised health
community. Simon DE
LUSIGNAN (UK) Panel
discussion. Roberta PETRINO
(ITALY), Catherine CHRONAKI
(BELGIUM), Simon DE
LUSIGNAN (UK), Tiziana
MARGARIA STEFFEN (IRE)
eStandards Roadmap for
collaborative and sustainable
standards development
Recommendations for a
globally competitive Europe
(Presented Trillium as followup activity)
eHealth standards and
interoperability in cardiology:
the role of clinical guidelines
in Patient Summaries

Athens
Greece

Madrid
Spain

Rennes
France

Catherine
Chronaki

eStanda
rds

Catherine
Chronaki

20.9
2017

150

27.10
2017

100
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D1.3: Communication and Visibility Plan
Participation to a
Conference;
Presentation

Dissemination towards scientific
community (Higher Education,
Research); Health Professionals;
Policy makers

Participation to an
Event other than
conference or
Workshop; Pitch
Event; Trade Fair;
presentation;
Participation in
Panel
Participation to a
Conference;
Presentation

Dissemination towards scientific
community (Higher Education,
Research); Health Professionals;
Policy makers

Participation to a
Conference; Invited
Speech

Participation to an
Event other than
conference or
Workshop
Participation to an
Event other than
conference or
Workshop
Participation to an
Event other than
conference or
Workshop

STC2017 “Practice of
Patient Centered Care:
Empowering & Engaging
Patients in the Digital
Era”
eHealth Forum 2017

Can International Patient
Summary Standards to
improve risk assessment for
insurers and payers?

Tel Aviv,
Israel

Catherine
Chronaki

23.10
2017

60

Standards as infrastructure of
Innovation: Survival Guide for
Startups

Athens
Greece

Catherine
Chronaki

22.10
2017

30

Dissemination towards scientific
community (Higher Education,
Research); Health Professionals;
Policy makers
Dissemination towards scientific
community (Higher Education,
Research); Health Professionals;
Policy makers

IHIC 2017, see:
http://www.ihic2017.eu/
content/program

Athens
Greece

Kai Heitmann

23.10
2017

60

Athens
Greece

Giorgio Cangioli

23.10
2017

60

Industry; Health Professionals;
Policy makers; Standards
Organizations

HL7 WGM May 2017

Assembling Interoperability
Assets for Patient Summary
Components, Trillium II
project
eStandards Roadmap for the
collaborative development of
standards for large-scale
eHealth Deployment: the case
of the International Patient
Summary Standard
Presentation of the Trillium II
project to the International
Council

Madrid

Catherine
Chronaki

07.5
2017

70

Standards Developing
Organizations;

Joint Initiative Council

Presentation of Trillium II

London,
UK

Catherine
Chronaki; Robert
Stegwee

08.11
2017

15

Standards Developing
Organizations;

HL7 International Board
of Directors

Presentation of Trillium II

San
Diego,
US

Catherine
Chronaki

09.10
2017

40

IHIC 2017 see:
http://www.ihic2017.eu/
content/program
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D1.3: Communication and Visibility Plan
Newsletter

Civil Society; Policy Makers;
Standards users and developers

HL7 Europe Newsletter
Trillium II Started
2017 see:
http://www.hl7.eu/downl
oad/eun-07-2017.pdf
Leaflet distributed in
Trillium II Leaflet
MedInfo2017 and followup events

Online

Catherine
Chronaki

01.5
2017

Project Leaflet

Dissemination towards scientific
community (Higher Education,
Research); Health Professionals;
Policy makers; General Public

Newsletter

Civil Society; Policy Makers;
Standards users and developers

Participation to a
Workshop; invited
presentation
Participation to a
Conference

Dissemination towards scientific
community (Higher Education,
Research); Health Professionals;
Policy makers
Policy Makers; General Public;
Industry; Civil Society

Printed
Matter

-

20.8
2017

HL7 International
Newsletter May 2017:
http://www.hl7.org/docu
mentcenter/public_temp
_15707551-1C23-BA170C7CF98701C52C80/new
sletters/HL7_NEWS_2017
0505.pdf page 14
Digital Enlightment
Forum: Towards a
European ecosystem for
health care data
eHealth Tallinn

Trillium Bridge-II: Reinforcing
the Bridges: Scaling up EU/US
Cooperation on Patient
Summary

Online

Catherine
Chronaki

01.5
2017

onli
ne

eStandards as infrastructure
for Innovation: the role of
patient summaries

Brussels
Belgium

Catherine
Chronaki

25.10
2017

60

http://www.ehealthtallinn201
7.ee/ehome/252892/560942/

Tallinn,
Estonia

Catherine
Chronaki

16.10
2017

Participation in
Panel; Presentation

Policy Makers; General Public;
Industry; Civil Society

The future of health care
in the age of digitization:
The future of health care
in the age of digitization

Brussels
Belgium

Catherine
Chronaki

08.11
2017

The special topic of the
DataThon was chronic patients
with Asthma and Trillium II

MIE2018

The future of health care in
the age of digitization Panel II:
From Innovation to
implementation – how to
standardize new methods in
health care? Moderator:
Catherine Chronaki, HL7
foundation
HL7 FHIR® DataThon at
VITALIS & MIE2018,
Gothenburg April 24-25, 2018

Trillium II
collaborated with
the MIE2018 Local

Catherine
Chronaki,
Giorgio Cangioli

25
April
2018

Gothenb
urg,
Sweden

eStanda
rds

-
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onli
ne

60

D1.3: Communication and Visibility Plan
organizing
Committee, Vitalis,
Ramsey Systems
and Firely in the
organization of the
MIE2018 DataThon

explored the role of an
extended patient summary in
supporting the health journey
of patients with Asthma.

Welcome to the Age of FHIR®
https://trillium2.files.wordpre
ss.com/2018/05/mie2018datathon-website.pdf
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